CASE STUDY

THE GUARDIAN

WHY THE GUARDIAN USES MEDIA SHUTTLE TO MOVE GLOBAL SOURCES OF VIDEO
As a global news organization, the Guardian has a far-reaching network of journalists and
staff, with major headquarters in London, New York, Sydney, and soon in San Francisco.
Historically a newspaper business, they were one of the earliest media outlets on the web
and have long been using video as a storytelling medium.
“The problem we have with video is that it’s sourced all over the world, and of course video
files are massive. We need to get them back to our base in London as soon as possible in
order to put them through our publishing systems, and a lot of steps that go into the work
flow before publishing like checking with legal, subediting, adding graphics, titles, credits
and so on,” said Matt Whiting, Head of Applications at Guardian News & Media.
“We like to transfer not just the finished master of each movie file, but all of the rushes
or source footage that goes into the finished project for archiving, syndication to other
publishers, and use in future projects.”
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THE GUARDIAN’S MULTI-MEDIA IT TRANSFORMATION
A few years ago — realizing that this problem would only grow along with the increasing
file sizes of higher resolution content and an expanding global reach — Whiting and team
launched what they called their “Multi-Media IT Transformation Project.”
It involved ripping out old technology like their FTP system, which no longer met the
company’s creative and technical needs. Having solely relied on FTP to transfer video for
eight years, the team needed something much faster and more reliable.
In 2015, the Guardian chose to start using Signiant’s Media Shuttle for their video file
movement, from getting footage from the field and moving it between satellite offices to
delivering finals for broadcast and sharing rushes with syndication partners.
Signiant was not the only file movement provider considered for this project. Only after
deeper evaluation of the differences between Signiant’s Media Shuttle and the other
solutions did the Guardian decide to go with Shuttle.
“Signiant had the lightweight agility, flexibility, and ease of deployment and integration that
we wanted without introducing a massive dependency. It also came down to a much better
value for the money.”
The Guardian team was surprised to discover that even though Media Shuttle’s back end
was far more sophisticated than FTP, deployment of the system was very smooth. And now
that they are using Media Shuttle, they have been seeing big changes in their work flow.
“There have been two real differences from our old FTP system. One, Media Shuttle is just
a lot quicker. It makes maximum use of any available bandwidth,” said Whiting. “But the
other, which is probably even more important for us, is that it’s an interruptible transfer. A lot
of the network connectivity that our reporters have is likely to be interrupted.“

THE HIGH NEED FOR SECURITY WHEN DEALING WITH SENSITIVE STORIES
The Guardian has a tenacious info-security department, which did a thorough review of
Media Shuttle before giving the green light. As a world-class news organization with a
history of hard-hitting and sensitive investigations around security like Edward Snowden
and WikiLeaks, the company has an exceptionally high need for security in all of their
technology.
While most of the video footage they send isn’t necessarily sensitive, they don’t want
files to be intercepted and end up ruining a scoop, identifying people who wish to remain
anonymous or missing the chance to edit out any defamatory footage for litigation
purposes. And security is also a concern if they’re moving accounting or HR files.
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PROBLEM:
➜➜ Getting large video files – both

edited packages and raw
source material from all around
the world back for quick
turnaround processing and
posting

➜➜ Inability of FTP solutions to

meet the Guardian’s increasing
need for fast, reliable and
secure deliveries

SOLUTION:
Media Shuttle - the easiest and
most reliable way to send any size
file, anywhere, fast.

BENEFITS:
➜➜ Decreased transfer times

drastically, and made use of all
available bandwidth

➜➜ Seamless restart of interrupted
transfers, which is vital due
to poor network connectivity
available for many reporters in
the field

➜➜ Enhanced security to prevent
possible interception of
sensitive content

PUTTING THEIR MEDIA SHUTTLE TO GOOD USE
In January 2016 alone, the Guardian moved about 200 video files, including final masters
in the 100s of megabytes and raw footage in the many 10s of gigabytes, coming as far
away as Nigeria.
They have also been very efficient in how they use Media Shuttle portals, customizable
web interfaces that can be set in one of three modes — send, share or submit —
depending on the project needs. Powerful while very easy to use, Shuttle portals aid
teams with everything from highlighting a brand and managing users to delegating
storage (in the cloud or on-premises) and administrative tasks, all while quickly moving
content with the highest industry standard security.

“MORE AND MORE VIDEO”
Everyone says it; but it’s especially impactful hearing it from one of the heads of
technology at the Guardian:
“The future is in video. Certainly, we’ll be doing more and more video,” said Whiting. “If
you look at my children, they aren’t reading news articles; they’re looking at video on their
hand held devices.
“Our journalists are increasingly going to take video with lightweight cameras or their
iPhone. And each of them will have access to Media Shuttle in order to get footage and
still images back to us, and then to review edits.”
It’s unlikely that written news journalism will totally disappear, but video brings an
important element to any story: a visual and emotional connection to people and different
cultures. While it certainly can be used to divide the world, video sourced from all over
the planet by news agencies like the Guardian could be one of the greatest unifying
forces in the next few decades. Making that possible is what Signiant is all about.

FEATURES &
CAPABILITIES:
➜➜ FILE ACCELERATION:
Proven, secure, reliable
acceleration technology

➜➜ BRANDABLE PORTALS:

Unlimited number of portals
in any of three modes: Send,
Share, Submit

➜➜ FTP AUGMENTATION: No

need to migrate content or
recreate folder structures from
existing FTP systems

➜➜ DELEGATED ADMIN: Assign

day-to-day portal management
to operational team leaders

➜➜ CHECKPOINT RESTART:
Automatically retries or
resumes failed transfers

➜➜ AUTO DELIVERY: No waiting,
unattended transfers

➜➜ And more!
Interested in learning more?
Visit the Media Shuttle
product page.

ABOUT SIGNIANT
Signiant is changing the way businesses move large, high-value digital assets around the world and into the cloud.
Their on-premises software products were originally adopted by Media & Entertainment enterprises, pioneers in
the electronic transport of large files. Over the last decade, Signiant has embraced cloud technology to create nextgeneration SaaS file transfer and cloud upload solutions with scalable, reliable, cost effective, and easy to deploy
capabilities.
Today, Media & Entertainment are no longer alone in the need to move massive files, and Signiant’s rapidly growing
customer base includes companies with digital assets ranging from satellite imagery and big data analytics to genome
sequences and biotech research. Signiant’s technologies work for every size company to provide: accelerated file
delivery up to 200 times faster than standard internet transfers; enterprise-class security along with full visibility and
control of transfers and storage; and simple user-friendly tools. Find out more at www.signiant.com.
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